High Throughput, High-Efficiency
Peptide Synthesis
Automated peptide synthesizers have
reduced the numerous repetitive and
laborious steps of peptide synthesis,
allowing scientists to focus their time
on troubleshooting chemistry problems.
There are two types of automated peptide
synthesizer available: parallel synthesis
(multiple peptides are synthesized at
the same time) and sequential synthesis
(one peptide is synthesized at a time,
the second synthesis automatically
starting once the first finishes). While
parallel synthesizers have offered access
to a large number of peptides, they generate a purification bottleneck for chromatographic separation and analysis on
HPLC instruments, as all of the peptides
are ready for separation and analysis
at the same time. Sequential peptide
synthesizers are better suited for the
sequential nature of analysis, however
traditional instruments are plagued by
long cycle times, making them poor choices for high throughput laboratories. The Liberty Blue has rewritten
this dialogue, using optimized chemistry and microwave heating to produce the same number of peptides
sequentially in less time than parallel synthesizers.
The HT-12 resin loader expands the capabilities and
productivity of the Liberty Blue system. Now, 12 different
peptides using completely unique resins and methods can
be synthesized without any user input following initial setup. Parallel peptide synthesizers are restricted to performing
all reactions at the same temperature, using multi-position
plates to run multiple peptides. This means deprotections
and couplings occur under general, un-optimized
conditions, resulting in poor yields and purities. Contrary to
these limitations, the Liberty Blue and HT-12 allow precise
control of each deprotection and coupling step to optimize
the chemistry of every cycle for every peptide in a queue.

To assess the efficiency of the HT-12, five peptides of
varied length, complexity, and difficulty were synthesized.
Required quantities of reagents, solvents, and resin were
determined using the Liberty Blue Application Software
reagent and usage calculators, simplifying the process of
preparing multiple peptides. After reagent preparation, the
Liberty Blue methods and corresponding resins were loaded
on the HT-12. The queue was started and resin swelling
commenced automatically, eliminating the need for manual
resin swelling and transfer.

Over the next 11 hours1 , the Liberty Blue, with the assistance of the HT-12 resin loader, synthesized all five sequences. Each of the
desired peptides was produced with purities greater than 45% and generated less than 2.5 liters of waste in total (see table below).
Peptide

Number of
Amino Acids

Liberty Blue Synthesis
Time (hh:mm)

Liberty Blue Solvent/
Reagent Waste (mL)

Liberty Blue Crude
Purity (%)

ABC 20mer

20

2:02

374

75

1-42

42

3:49

1197

72

Glucagon

29

3:23

530

45

JR 10mer

10

0:49

194

67

Oxytocin

9

0:51

177

92

Totals

110

10:14

2472

---

β-amyloid

Coupling the extremely fast synthesis times of the Liberty Blue with the resin handling of the HT-12 resin loader renders parallel
approaches to peptide synthesis obsolete. In addition to eliminating the purification bottleneck of parallel strategies, the sequential
synthesis of Liberty Blue permits precise control of each step in a synthesis, resulting in higher purity peptides.

Including system checks, resin transfer, and system washing.
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